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SUMMER MEET – BETWS Y COED and LLANDUDNO
Organised by Paul Smyth and Dave Seabourne.

15th & 16th June 2019.

Saturday 15th June - Hafodlas Slate Quarry, Betws y Coed.
Meet at 11:00 am at layby on the left before Swallow Falls on A5, grid reference SH 768576,
after leaving Betws y Coed travelling towards Capel Curig. It is intended to share cars and drive
on the nearby forestry road to a parking area above the slate quarry at grid reference SH 783556
which is also the car parking area for Llyn Elsi. A 10 minute walk takes us down to the surface
remains of Hafodlas where we can inspect the remains of the substantial mill buildings and main
incline, which although somewhat overgrown offer some very interesting sights. Lunch can be
eaten back at the cars. This can be followed by a stroll around Llyn Elsi or some members may
wish to visit the mining area in the vicinity of Llyn Geirionydd.
Our Evening WMS Dinner (7:00 for 7:30) will be held at the PONT Y PAIR INN, which is
situated at the Capel Curig end of Betws y Coed. The menu is included with the newsletter and
you are requested to return your choice, which should consist only of the main meal option, (no
starter or pudding) no later than 15th MAY to:
David Seabourne, 2 Marian Road, Dolgellau, Gwynedd, LL40 1DT or email
dgseabourne @hotmail.co.uk/phone 01341 422104.
Sunday 16th June Trip - Penmorfa Adit of the Great Orme Copper Mine
Meet at 10.30 am at Grid Ref SH770822 or use postcode LL30 2AY. This is in the West Shore
area of Llandudno. Paul Smyth has been in the Penmorfa Adit and he believes it involves a long
crawl through a pipe, just a bit larger than a person, on hands and knees. Previously there were
some trolleys available which meant lying on the trolley and propelling yourself along with your
feet on the roof, but it isn`t known how many of these trolleys will be available, so be prepared
for a long crawl (knee pads would be advisable). There is also some water so wellies are also
advisable. No abseiling/SRT involved.
For those not doing the underground trip there is the option of a visit to the Great Orme Bronze
Age Copper Mines at postcode LL30 2XG. Entry fee for this is £8. It is possible to drive there
and park at the mine complex or take the tramway and get off at the halfway station. There is no
organised trip to this so just make your own way at your own time. There is no cafe here but
there is one on the summit of the Orme.

AUTUMN MEET -YSTUMTUEN AREA
Organised by Ioan Lord. 28th & 29th September 2019.
Saturday 28th September - Penrhiw, Bwlchgwyn and Llwynteifi Mines, Ystumtuen.
Meet at car park below fines tips at SN7380 7881 at 11.00 am. Surface walk with many
surviving features, eighteenth-century workings, leats and shafts. Recent study of this area has
brought to light many little-known facts and full mapping has now taken place. Surface visit to
nearby Cwmbrwyno Mine in afternoon, time permitting.
Evening meal to be confirmed
Sunday 29th September Cefn Gwyn Mine, Bontgoch.
Meet in Bontgoch village (parallel parking available on street) at SN6832 8644 at 10.30 am.
Morning surface walk through site, with wheelpits, adits, shafts, angle-bob remains and primitive
dressing floor. Afternoon optional underground trip into adit with several artefacts and
ventilation pipes in situ, and/or handline down 20-foot inclined shaft to see iron kibble and
landing bar. Wellies, torches and helmets needed for this option.
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IDRIS TREHARNE AND THE CYNNANT MINE
The Cynnant mine lies on the western side of the valley of the Cynnant Fawr stream, a
tributary of the Afon Tywi in the north-eastern extremity of Carmarthenshire, at SN 805443. The
mine takes its name from the nearby farm of that name, itself being named after the stream on
which it is situated. (The area is depicted on O.S. Explorer sheet 187, on which the Ordnance
Survey rather carelessly names the farm as Cynannt).
The mine is described on page 51 of George Hall’s Metal Mines of Southern Wales,
where it is also named as Treharne’s Mine. Further up the valley, on the eastern side of the
stream and therefore in Breconshire, lies Cynnant Fach, a collapsed level reputedly yielding
copper ore.
The lode is steeply dipping and of limited extent, occurring in country rock of shale
and hard grits. The mine was surveyed by David Bick in 1964 and 1966 and the resulting plans
and section have been redrawn by David James [WMS Newsletter76, Spring 2017 pp 21/22]. The
outcrop of the lode was not recognised as such until Idris Treharne found it by chance in 1959.
He subsequently developed the mine more or less single handedly and raised an appreciable
amount of ore until geological problems made further exploitation difficult and uneconomic.
Cynnant was not Idris Treharne’s only mining venture - in the 1950’s and 1970’s he mined
barytes at the Vale of Towy mine, described by Mike Statham [WMS Newsletter 70, Spring 2014,
pp 8 – 10]. George Hall and David Bick knew Idris Treharne – they came across him by chance
at Vale of Towy mine, when exploring the area in 1957. They advised him on the geology of
Cynnant and David Bick wrote an article on Idris Treharne that was to have been published in
the WMS newsletter, but this has not come to light. [WMS Newsletter 53, Winter 2005, p27].

Idris on the right , with two colleagues who had
walked to work through heavy snow.
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Idris Treharne (1919 – 1994)
was born at Porthyrhyd,
Carmarthenshire and brought
up at Middleton Hall,
Llanarthne, near Carmarthen, at
what is now the National
Botanic Garden of Wales. At
that time, the site was divided
into smallholdings. At the
beginning of the Second World
War, Idris was working at New
Dynant colliery, Cwm Mawr,
Cwm Gwendraeth.. Later, he
worked in the Morris factory in
Llanelli, at that time engaged in
war production of jerrycans.
There was good money to be
made, and it was not easy to get
a job there without some
cunning. He went down to talk
to the supervisor, to see if there
were any openings. He made
out that he had five children to
support and that he had a cow
or two at home, in which case
the supervisor suggested that he

might have some butter to spare. Idris said that he was just on his way to a friend’s with some
butter, which the man could have if he so wished. At this time of strict wartime rationing, the
result was, “You can start on the night shift next week”.
The job was to spray the cans with lead paint and after the war, when the factory reverted to the
production of Morris Minors, he continued in the paint shop, dipping seat frames. Despite being
a steady well paid job, the fumes from the paint made it an unhealthy place to work.
In 1951, he featured on the cover of the Nuffield Organization magazine, as due to heavy snow
disrupting transport, he had walked to work from Porthyrhyd to work his shift.
Although Idris Treharne was not trained as such, he was a keen amateur geologist and
travelled extensively around southern Wales looking at old mines and prospecting for likely
metal deposits. He often complained that George Hall and David Bick had preceded him to many
locations, finding their initials written in carbide smoke at the ends of levels. As a young girl, his
wife Catherine, a native of Mynyddcerrig, lost both her parents to the Spanish flu pandemic of
1918. As a result, she and her two sisters were sent to live with various relatives and she was
taken in by a cousin who lived at Eithin Duon, between Cynghordy and Rhandirmwyn. At the
age of 15, she moved back to the Carmarthen area and subsequently met and married Idris. In the
late 1950’s she had an urge to revisit the home she had shared with her cousin and so one
weekend, she and Idris drove up to Cynghordy. After an interval of some forty years, she was
understandably unsure of the location of her childhood home and while they were driving around
the area, Idris spotted the abnormality in the topography of the valley side that indicated a
possible outcrop of a lode. Subsequently, having got her bearings from the railway viaduct,
Catherine was able to locate her childhood home, which has now been demolished. When Idris
went back to investigate the site of the abnormality, a little digging revealed an outcrop of galena
at surface. He obtained a lease from the Cawdor Estate and began by sinking a winze on the lode,
soon finding eight inches of solid galena and a good amount of orey ground. It was a part time
operation and Idris left the factory to become a self employed contractor in the forestry. The
work involved cutting pit props for Powell Duffryn and also timber for Bowaters. This meant he
could take a day or two off to work the mine as he wanted. His son Terry, working in the
collieries, came with him to do forestry work so that they could work the mine together. The
winze was dewatered using a siphon, but the difficulty of raising ore and dewatering led to the
driving of an adit, which failed to reach the lode. It was at this time that George Hall and David
Bick advised him on how to work the mine. A shallower adit was driven to the bottom of the
winze and a level driven north along the course of the lode.
While they were working at Cynnant, a reporter from the Ammanford Guardian visited
them and an article about the mine appeared in the paper. This came to the attention of the BBC
and they were filmed in August 1968 for a programme in the series “Towards Tomorrow”, about
the technology of metal prospecting. The programme, broadcast on January 28th 1969, was
entitled “There it is, where it is”, a Cornish term expressing the hazards of following a seam of
ore. An article appeared in the Radio Times of January 22 nd entitled “Even the moon may have to
be mined”. (Doubtless inspired by the Apollo 8 mission which had orbited the moon a month
previously and which led to the Apollo 11 lunar landing of July 1969).
There was no road to the mine - they had a Fordson Major tractor and to get up to the
mine they attached lugs to the wheels. Bringing the tractor from Llanarthne would take four
hours, Idris in the tractor towing a single cylinder compressor and Terry in the van following
behind.
Drilling through the grits was immensely hard work, sometimes taking three weeks to
drive 12 inches of adit. Idris referred to colliers as “chocolate miners” as they had much softer
rock to work through. To sharpen the drills, he jacked up the car so that the rear wheels were off
the ground. He was then able to drive a grindstone off the tyre in order to sharpen the drill bits.
He had a permit to handle explosives, vouched for by the parish priest in Llanarthne. He obtained
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5 or 6 pounds of explosive at a time from a local quarry and kept it in a magazine at home, as
nothing valuable was kept at the mine, although they had a shed there and later a caravan. About
eight tons of solid galena was obtained from the mine in the initial stages. It did not need
dressing and after handpicking was sent to smelters in Swansea. Traces of titanium, bismuth and
silver were found in it on analysis. Despite the initial good yield of ore, the lode did not extend
very far due to the disturbed ground and the ore was soon exhausted. Idris’ savings ran out and
work came to a halt.
Bert Easton of Easton Bros., Swansea scrap merchants, was an old friend of Idris’ from
wartime days, when they had some black market dealings in the butter which the Treharnes
produced on their smallholding. Easton ranged far and wide across Southern Wales on his search
for scrap and had probably come to Llanarthne when Middleton Hall was being demolished.
Easton had financed the work at Vale of Towy in the 1950’s and Idris approached Bert with a
view to financing further work at Cynnant. He agreed to fund work for six months to see how
things went. He wanted a road built to the mine and suggested a bigger compressor to handle the
drilling. So the road was built and a compressor and drills purchased and the work went along
well, Idris working seven days and 100 hours a week. However, after six months, no new ore had
been found. Bert Easton said things were getting out of his reach but he would bring in new
resources by getting a mining firm interested in the project. He told Idris to draw up plans for
developing the mine, putting up sheds, showers and getting three or four men to work there.
Bert Easton was also helpful in other ways. Even in those days, planning permission
had to be obtained for the enterprise. Initially, planning was refused due to the possibility of
pollution entering the river. When Bert Easton heard this, he said he would deal with the matter.
Someone came out from Swansea, saying he was a friend of Mr.Bert, as Idris called him. He had
a look around and said that once the mine was in production, a line of four soakaways next to the
river should deal with any pollution issues, so full planning permission was granted.
Shortly after this, Idris and Terry were travelling up to Cynnant when they stopped at a
kiosk so that Idris could phone Bert Easton to see how things were progressing. After a short
phone call, he returned and leaned on the van, unable to speak. Mr Bert, who was in his late
forties, had suffered a massive heart attack and died the previous night. This terminated the
whole project and completely floored Idris. He suffered a nervous breakdown and was very ill,
nursed by his wife for many months, with visits to the psychiatric hospital in Carmarthen three or
four times a week.
The work at the mine had not yet been paid for – the road itself had cost over £700, but
fortunately, the debts incurred for the development work did not fall on Idris. In 1969, Idris met
with representatives of the Minnesota Mining Company. They wanted him to obtain an extended
lease of the mineral rights to at least 500 acres of land, which they would then buy from him for
£100,000. Idris would then be employed to manage the mine, which they planned to work with
Moroccan miners. The plan was to drive a deep adit from the level of the river and to prospect by
drilling core samples. Unfortunately, Lord Cawdor was in the process of selling off his holdings
in the area and was not interested and the deal fell through. As a result, Idris and Terry went back
to search for barytes at Vale of Towy, where they worked until 1977.
In the 1990’s Terry got in touch with the BBC with a view to obtaining a copy of the film that
had been produced of them working Cynnant back in 1968. The answer was that the film was
available but there was a backlog in the archives and it would take a fair bit of time to produce a
tape, which would cost £300. Terry talked to his sister, who agreed to go halves on the cost, as
something for the family to remember their father by. “Why not?” she said, so Terry phoned the
BBC, who said that there was still a backlog, but if the money was sent, it would get done.
Unfortunately, Idris Treharne’s health was deteriorating and he died before the film was
returned. (* DVD - see p.23 )
Raymond Griffiths and Terry Treharne
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Idris at Cynnant in 1994, the last time he visited.

Underground at the mine
All photographs by Terry Treharne.
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Idris Treharne and David Bick at Cynnant , 1959
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CATHERINE AND JANE
CONSOLS
These photos were taken on 21st April
1962 by John Alexander, who retains
the copyright, but is happy for them to
be included in our newsletter.
Photographs showing the engine house
in such a complete condition are
extremely rare.
The engine house was demolished by
the Forestry Commission in 1965 and
very little remains, the area being now
largely covered in trees.
Jon Knowles
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DOLFRWYNOG
Some years ago, I found a mention of a name that intrigued me, the turf copper mine. It is not
exceptional to find patches of green malachite in sub-soil, but this patch was apparently 70 acres
in extent and from eighteen inches to two feet in depth. Its location was rather vaguely described,
but the OS surveyor's draft map of 1819 showed it to have been in what is now Coed y Brenin
Forest west of the farm called Dol y Frwyn (Dolfwrynog SH 745254). The fields below the farm
lead down into a broad valley of shallow gradient which descends westwards to Afon
Mawddach. It seems to have been in the marshy bottom of this valley that the copper-rich peaty
layer developed. The area is clear of trees at present, but diligent searching reveals little, if any,
sign of the turf cutting activity.
Very little record of the operation has survived and we are reliant upon an article in the
Report of the Royal Institution of Cornwall, 1856, pp 41-43, by William J. Henwood, which says
the turf copper mine was worked about forty years previously (c. l816). He describes the
principal bed as of peat, for the most part of dead grass mixed with great quantities of rotten
wood (oak and hazel). Some of the lower portions of this upper bed were so rich in copper that
they were carried to the Swansea smelting-works in the condition in which they were extracted.
He goes on,
"some of the leaves are said to have been covered with a thin pellicle [skin] of bright metallic
copper; nuts were coated in like manner, and on being broken, afforded a kernel of the same;
and I was informed that copper was in some cases deposited between the fibres of the wood, so
that on being cut it exhibited alternate layers of vegetable matter and of metal."
It should be obvious from the above account that the deposit must be, geologically, of
very recent date, no older than the last ice age since that would have scraped away any earlier
peat layers. Workers at the time deduced that the copper must have come from veins nearby and
this started a quest to find the source, as will be explained shortly.
Henwood writes that the ordinary less rich turf was cut and dried in the air before being
gathered into heaps and burnt. Once alight, recently cut turf was added to control the burning and
stop the heap from bursting into flame, as this produced a solid mass unsuitable for smelting. The
burning continued for eight to ten days and the ashes were then sold to the Swansea smelters.
What Henwood does not mention is that a different method was tried for a time, that of burning
the peat inside a large pear-shaped stone kiln. Much of this kiln has survived; the debris has been
cleared and it is open to visitor scrutiny. The reddened interior of extensively shattered stones
and patches of slag indicates problems with temperature control and it seems that this method
was quickly abandoned. Henwood was told that in one year, two thousand tons of ashes had been
sold, and had realised a profit of twenty thousand pounds.
The 1819 draft map not only shows the turf copper mine, but also a copper mine southeast of Dolfrwynog on the western bank of Afon Wen. This is the original Dolfrwynog Mine, but
seems later to have become Old Dolfrwynog, whilst a later mine called East Dolfrwynog became
just Dolfrwynog. This, I am afraid, is an illustration of the problems researchers have with this
area because there is mention not only of these names but also West, South, North and United
Dolfrwynog, the result of hopeful trials to find copper and, later, gold. No mine plans appear to
have survived, but a history of the mines is given by T A Morrison in Goldmining in Western
Merioneth, (Llandysul, 1975) and I will simply try to explain what can be seen today in the area.
Starting from the parking area a little west of Capel Hermon at SH 748256, walk
southwards down the forestry road. Shortly, on the right there is a rock exposure with patches of
green copper mineralisation and a useful board explaining the association between circulating
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groundwaters carrying copper in solution and the Rhobell Fawr volcano about 3km to the east.
Carry on along the road to where a footpath crosses Afon Wen and rises up from the left to the
road at SH 748250. This is actually the Dolfrwynog Mine, but its remains are far from obvious.
Firstly, the tree-covered finger of ground that juts out into the river is the spoil dump from the
mine and has on its top the remains of a small rectangular building that may have been the
powder magazine. To the right, the path goes up into the trees and very soon bends to the left.
Ahead and to the right at this point is a large shaft hollow and behind that is a level area with
a stone retaining wall at the back. If the path is followed up the hillside, a point is reached where
there is a spoil tip on the left (downhill) side of the path with the cutting of a run-in level on the
uphill side. In line with the level, but higher up, there is a shaft hollow. Returning to the bottom
again, if the hillside is climbed upwards from the large shaft hollow, an area is reached where
spoil dumps indicate there was a shaft. From the bottom again, go to the right and there is a long
bank of spoil. Go over that and continue for a short distance to view a run-in level going into the
hillside. Those are all of the remains that I could find on my visits. They seem to indicate an
extensive mining operation principally for copper, but a later OS map gives it then as a sulphur
mine.
Further down the forestry road, quite a way up the hillside, there are the slight remains
of South Dolfrwynog, a level at about SH 744244 - open, but buried under fallen trees and
another area of spoil that was probably another level. Visiting these is not recommended so
return to the car park and follow the public road westwards and slightly uphill. The ground to the
right falls away into a generally wet area that is difficult to explore, but, immediately before the
entrance into the tea gardens, a fenced-off shaft can be seen from the road. This, I think is the
principal shaft of East Dolfrwynog. Beyond it, scattered through the wet area, are several old
shafts and a large pond which seems to have been the location of dressing floors and a large
waterwheel. A leat from Afon Wen fed the site.
The principal shaft mentioned appears to be the one where a rich vein of gold was
found. I came across a small piece of paper in the archives which said:
"Dolfrwynog Gold Mine - Yields: 460oz. to the Ton - from the bottom of the Shaft which is 46 yds
deep from the Surface : & the shares rose in nine days from 500 to 2700 =£=".
Apparently, the principals of the company were so overjoyed that they handed out specimens to
all and sundry, some of which, it is alleged, were later used to 'salt' other lesser prospects (such
as Red Dragon?). Unfortunately, the shaft came down onto the richest part of this vein and
results tailed off rapidly. According to Morrison, the total known gold production was 183
ounces.
Walk past the tea gardens and turn left at the junction passing new Dolfrwynog house
and then, the old farm now called Hen Dolfrwynog. Where the trees start, turn right onto the
footpath and follow that to a broad open space in the valley bottom which is the site of the turf
copper mine. One track bears left and climbs up the hill. A little after it enters the trees, there is a
grassed-over spoil heap and behind that the sound of dripping water may guide you to the portal
of an open level. If instead, you follow the lower track that has the conifers along its left side and
open ground to the right, you will come to a point where a shaft has been sunk beneath a large
stone-walled recess in the hillside. Further along the path a level passes from the right under the
path at SH 740254. All of these features are part of West Dolfrwynog Mine and the level under
the path is the one which Henwood describes as:
"a long level on a vein of quartz, in which were found several irregular masses of
copper pyrites weighing some tons each".
In the centre of the open area are spoil tips and some stone walling, but I could not
identify the source of the spoil. Continuing along the path, it bends to the left and joins a rough
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track and cycling route. Turn right here and the kiln for burning the turf will shortly be seen set
into the bank on the right.
One further comment, Henwood notes that "Persons conversant with the copper
turbaries, consider the presence of metal in the soil [is] indicated by the growth of the sea-pink
or Thrift, Statice Armeria, which appears to flourish there with remarkable luxuriance." I found
plenty of it still there during my exploration.
Roger Bird

METAL MINE REMEDIATION
The Coal Authority has been awarded a contract by Natural Resources Wales as part of
its programme to clean up metal-polluted rivers across Wales. The year-long contract will see the
Coal Authority carry out four feasibility studies on priority metal mine sites in addition to other
mine-related assessments. The contract will also include the development of a long term metal
mine programme within Wales.
The Coal Authority will be looking at proposals for remediation at Dylife, FrongochWemyss, Cwmystwyth and Cwm Rheidol. Additional assessments will be made at Mynydd
Parys, regarded as one of the most polluting metal mines in the UK.
The Coal Authority will conduct assessments of the legacy and features of the sites together with
an inspection of selected mine drainage adits and shafts. The organisation will also be identifying
the best way to compile a cost efficient metal mine programme, which could run for the next 15
years.
The work is part of the Metal Mines Strategy for Wales, which was originally launched
in 2002 to tackle pollution from abandoned mines. Abandoned mines present significant sources
of both land contamination and water pollution and are the main reason why Welsh water bodies
are unable to achieve ‘Good’ status under the national Water Framework Directive.
Coal Authority press release 20 November 2018

ESGAIR Y MWYN IN THE 1750s
Esgair y Mwyn mine (SN 755691) is old, at least medieval in age, but its substantial bodies of
lead ore seem to have gone unworked, despite clear evidence of hushing activity, until the ore
was discovered in 1751. The subsequent events were to have a profound effect on Chauncy
Townsend's ambitions as will, I hope, be explained by Richard VandeWetering in due course so
they are set out here as accurately as conflicting claims and counterclaims permit.
In 1751, two mining brothers, David and John Morgan, were exploring the longabandoned workings at Esgair y Mwyn when they found a vein carrying promising amounts of
lead ore. They could not raise the money needed to develop their discovery so they contacted
Lewis Morris, who was Deputy Steward for the Crown. He gave them, along with Evan
Williams, smith, a one year lease from July 1st 1751. In a letter notifying the Lords
Commisioners of the discovery (T Chambers, Surveyor General's Office, July 21st, 1751),
Morris writes that he had set the miners to sink a shaft on the old rake and to drain it and to
trench and discover new veins. This might imply that he was paying for the work and would give
some justification to his subsequent claims that it was he who made the discovery.
Whilst the mining was successful, the miners were illiterate and, it is reported, were
doing their accounting on wooden tally sticks which did not satisfy the requirements of the Lords
Commissioners. This was probably the reason why Morris obliged them to take on his nephew,
John Owen, as agent and clerk at the mine.
At the end of their one year lease, Lewis Morris took over control of the venture,
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allegedly without rewarding the Morgans for their discovery. It was at this stage that matters took
a worrying turn for the worse. The discovery of this promising body of ore had not gone
unnoticed in the neighbourhood. The mine was clearly on waste or common land and the
Crown's right to the ore came under question. Did the Crown own the mineral rights or did they
belong to the major landowner, Lord Lisburne, or were the freeholders surrounding the common
who enjoyed grazing and turbary (turf cutting for fuel) rights correct in claiming it was they who
held the mineral rights? There was also an issue with Lewis Morris himself. He had previously
surveyed the mines of the Crown Manor of Perfedd and had identified mines being worked by
the local landowners, particularly Thomas Powell at Bwlch-gwyn, that were on common land
and, therefore, Crown property. Thomas Powell's brother, William, was freeholder of Bron y
Berllan, one of the properties bordering the Esgair y Mwyn common and it seems that he had
thoughts not consistent with his calling as a cleric when it came to Lewis Morris. It is not clear
who started efforts to depose Lewis Morris and seize the mine, but William Powell certainly
occupies a central position.
The land in question was within the original bounds of Strata Florida Abbey and at the
time of the dissolution of the monasteries, it was seized by King Henry VIII so the Crown's claim
to it is valid unless it was subsequently assigned to others, in particular the Vaughan family. Lord
Lisburne's ancestors had certainly leased granges in the area, but when he sought a counsel's
opinion (NLW Crosswood I. 879) in March 1753, the verdict was "I cannot see the least
appearance of any right in his Lordship, to those Mines for there is no grant of any mines to his
family". As for the freeholders, the closest to the mine was John Williams of Llwyn y Mwyn and
there is a record of his issuing a lease to Lord Lisburne and William Powell on the 27th
December 1752, for all the lead ore, copper ore and other ores under Llwyn y Mwyn and the
adjoining 'Eskir Mwyn' for 10 years (NLW Crosswood II.225). Was this lease valid? Williams is
likely to have had the mineral rights for his own land, but grazing and turbary rights are generally
gained on the basis of traditional continuous usage of common land and this was clearly not
applicable to reworking a mine after centuries of abandonment.
Weak though the plotters’ case may have been, what Lewis Morris described as 'a false
affidavit pretending we commit wast on a freehold' was executed when, on the 23rd February,
1753, two justices of the peace, the sheriff or his deputy and, allegedly, several hundred armed
men came to Esgair y Mwyn and dispossessed Lewis Morris of the mine. He was taken to
Cardigan and imprisoned, but soon released on bail. Evidence was collected against him and the
case was heard in court in London on May 24th,1754. John Williams was the alleged sufferer,
but William Powell was the principal protagonist. He lost. It appears to have been, according to
Lewis Morris's notes (NLW Cwrtmawr 852E, part 3) at this time that Chauncy Townsend took
decisive action to resolve the dispute. He is said to have bought out the claimants' (Messrs
Powell, John Williams, Lewis Williams and others) rights for £1,000, selling those rights on to
the Crown for £3,500 and then buying from the Crown, possibly for £3,500 all of the ore at
surface. In that way, the Crown gained protection from further law suits, the claimants got some
compensation and Townsend got ore allegedly worth £4,000 for his £1,000 outlay. The big loser,
of course, was Lewis Morris. Not only that, but his management was to come under intense
scrutiny. The mine continued to be worked by Morris until 3rd January, 1755, but he kept it
pumped dry until 26th February, 1756, when the management was taken out of his hands.
John Paynter was selected as the acting agent until such time as the Crown could find a
suitable lessee to work the mine. The winner of the battle for this seemingly lucrative opportunity
was the Earl of Powis. John Paynter stayed on as agent and had the task of returning the now
flooded workings to operational condition. It was decided that driving a drainage level from the
south-west was the best solution and the contract went to John Ball on the 2lst January, 1757, for
'One Grand Level or Waggon Way not exceeding 150 fathoms.
The mine was returned to working order, but started to make an unexpected and
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substantial loss. Enquiries into the reason for this revealed an astonishing blunder had been
made. The Earl of Powis was, as usual, required to give to the Crown a certain proportion of the
output as 'duty ore'. Normally this would be 10% or thereabouts, but in this case it had been set at
50% meaning that the Earl was effectively only receiving half the market price for his ore,
something that was financially unsustainable. By April 30th 1758, work had been suspended and
the Earl was petitioning for a reduction in duty. The Lords Commissioners, however, were
unsympathetic and declined to budge. Two years later, the mine was still in suspension and the
Earl was putting in a new application for abatement of duty. It was the 4th July, 1764, before a
new lease for 31 years was agreed, this time at 'one full eighth part of the profits of all the Ore
that shall be raised from the Mine'. The mine could at last, deliver up its potential.
Roger Bird

RED DRAGON AND CRAIGWEN MINE
While I was preparing a talk on the Red Dragon Mine at Dinas Mawddwy I made some
connections that I had not noticed before – and maybe others have not either. The first is the
relative close proximity of Craigwen Mine (SH 836173) on the mountainside north of the main
Dolgellau/ Dinas Mawddwy road to the Red Dragon Mine (SH 837139) on the south side. As
the crow flies this is around 3 kilometres and obviously the pool of labour for mining projects
was limited to within walking distance of the mines. Those available for work would have been
drawn from the local men in the scattered farms and hamlets of the valley and nearby Dinas
Mawddwy and additional migrant workers from other mines and mining districts. Both mines
had rather chequered operating histories in the 1850’s and this leads me to speculate that there
may well have been a good deal of intermingling of workers and perhaps managers over the
years – leading perhaps to an exchange of ideas and working practices.
Craigwen has a venerable history dating back to the 18th century. It was operating
again in 1848 as a silver-lead mine under the name of Pennant and Craigwen Consolidated (in
partnership with the Pennant Mine which was about 7 kilometres to the north east). This venture
collapsed at the end of 1851. Less than a year later the Red Dragon Mine was launched on the
other side of the valley. I wonder how many of the miners employed at the Red Dragon were
previously employed at Craigwen? The Craigwen operation then sputtered back into life in 1853
and in 1854 the company, encouraged by a report by Mathew Francis, submitted samples to
Hiram Berdan for gold testing. The Red Dragon appears to be ahead of the game at this point.
They had already submitted their sample to both Samuel Perkes and Hiram Berdan and the mine
management had already put their enthusiastic gloss on the results by placing their order for the
Perkes Reduction and Amalgamating Machine early in 1854. One wonders how much gossip,
discussion and possibly industrial espionage were involved between the two mines. In the end it
made little difference – the Craigwen gold results were not positive and the mine closed for the
last time in May 1855 while Red Dragon went the same way at the beginning of 1856.
Peter Claughton has highlighted to me that a Perkes Machine was installed at
Britannia Mine in North Devon but the buildings were levelled by the farmer years ago. Are
there any other building remains in Britain that have such clear evidence of a Perkes Machine?
Or is the WMS privileged in achieving the excavation and preservation of a piece of industrial
archaeology that is unique to Britain?
(Thanks as always to David Bick).
David Roe
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JOHN STARKEY
BENNETT 1935 –2019
It is with sadness that I report the
death of John Bennett to the Society.
I first met John about 1975 when both
of us responded to a notice in a
mining society newsletter. There was
to be a meeting at a public house in
Alderley Edge for anyone interested
in the Gwydyr Forest mines. Four of
us attended, and for John and myself,
it initiated a research interest that
would keep us occupied for nearly 30
years, and resulted in the coauthorship of eight books. It was also
the start of a friendship and I soon met
Elizabeth, his wife, and heard about
their two children, Nicholas and
Susan.
John was born in Warrington on the
21st April 1935. He was educated at
Rydal School, Colwyn Bay and it was
whilst at Rydal that he first visited the
Gwydyr Forest during his free time, and of course was able to see at first-hand, Parc lead mine in
production. At University, he was awarded a degree in Dentistry, and practiced at Knutsford,
assisted in the administration of the business by Elizabeth, by then his wife.
Along with mining, I quickly learnt that John had another interest - Golf! He was a prominent
member of a local Golf Club, and when I first met him, he was very pre-occupied with the state
of the golf course and the supervision of maintenance staff. He was also particularly proud of his
collection of antique golf clubs. It was during those first years of friendship that he offered to me
profound advice. 'Never play golf, you will not have a life!' Advice I remember clearly, and
have adhered to implicitly. Eventually, John developed a shoulder problem, which meant that he
could no longer play golf, and ultimately led to his early retirement, an event that perhaps steered
him more towards mining history. With the formation of the Welsh Mines Society in 1979, the
door was opened to bring John into contact with many like-minded people, and he remained a
member of the Society until just a few years ago.
There is no doubt in my mind that one of the biggest assets John had was his ability to
communicate with people. Whilst researching 'Mines of the Gwydyr Forest' we visited many
archives, that included the National Library of Wales, and all the Record Offices in North Wales,
and the National Archives at Kew, but perhaps the most significant were the records of the
D'Eresby family of Ancaster, who once owned much of Gwydyr. Their family seat was at
Grimsthorpe Castle, Lincolnshire, and it was John's persuasive nature that eventually gained us
entry to the estate records that included a significant number of volumes relating to lead
production. I can remember our first visit there, a room full of dusty volumes - we came away
filthy. It was for John the start of a friendship with the Ancaster Estates Manager, and it was that
friendship that permitted John to take estate record books to read on holiday; to Spain!
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Between 1989 and 1997 the seven volumes of 'Mines of the Gwydyr Forest' were published.
During that research, we had also collected other material about the Llanengan lead mining area.
That volume, 'Metal Mines of Llanengan', was published in 2002. Writing and research were
clearly now to the fore of John's interests, and he also wrote other tomes - a centennial history of
his golf club was produced in 1991, for example. For mining, he co-edited the first NAMHO
handbook (1991), and edited 'Minera: Lead Mines and Quarries.' (1995). He later helped Jeremy
Wilkinson with the publication of several papers on the Bettws Garmon iron mines and alluvial
gold extraction on the Mawddach. The first twenty years of the Welsh Mines Society also
demanded recognition, and so John co-wrote a special publication to mark the occasion.
For a number of years the WMS members had been involved with ad-hoc conservation on Welsh
mine sites, and it had been suggested by external bodies that we should be more pro-active. In
April 1992, the Welsh Mines Preservation Trust was formed at a meeting held at Ironbridge, to
formalise those endeavours. John was there, and became one of the first Directors of the Trust.
The first significant project was the restoration of the Pearl Engine House, Anglesey, supervised
by John. This was followed by involvement with other mine sites that included Pennant leadbarytes mine, Aberduna and Nant Engine Houses, Glyn Pits, to name just a few.
A few years after the formation of the WMPT, because there were no formal field meetings as
such, WMPT Directors, and others would have an annual summer 'get-together'. This was first of
all hosted by the Wilkinsons, but in latter years, the Bennetts. With the deaths of fellow WMPT
associates Damian McCurdy, David Bick, George Hall and particularly Jeremy Wilkinson, with
whom John had formed a friendship, John's interest in mining waned and he became more
involved with his research on the Starkey side of his family.
I last saw John in Summer 2018. He chuckled when I gave him a bottle of red wine, Chateau
Parc! We heard about his family, particularly his grandchildren, and we found him in good form.
He died in particularly tragic circumstances, the result of a car crash from which he never
recovered. His life support was stopped on the 30th March 2019. I have many fond memories of
John, and the research we shared together, and so will many members of the Society, who I am
sure would wish to offer their condolences to Elizabeth and family.
Rob Vernon

HENFWLCH MINE
A recent dig by Roy Fellows in the Henfwlch Mine at Nant y Moch has broken through into an
enormous stope. Christened "Waterfall Stope" after its two flow-decorated waterfalls, it adds
enormous interest to an already interesting and easy to explore mine. A small kibble in near
perfect condition has been discovered there. Visitors are reminded that access to the mine falls
under the CAL agreement which includes a clause forbidding artefact removal. All the mine
artefacts are Welsh Government property and their removal is theft. Unfortunately the mine has
suffered losses in the past, so it is now being closely monitored and security marking of property
is underway.
Cambrian Caving Council Newsletter 59, February 2019
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THE SPRING MEET - REPORT
In contrast to 2018, the 2019 Spring Meet was blessed with warm sunny weather which enabled
the thirty or so participants to sit, chat and partake of tea and biscuits in Neil and Jo’s garden – so
much so that it was with great reluctance that we entered the gloom of the barn for the
presentations. But once in, what an excellent day it proved to be. So much so, that at the end of
the day, some comments were “It was like a mini NAMHO.” “Such a good contribution from
members.” “An excellent WMS day – I think it was the best Spring Meet yet.”
The day was opened by a welcome from our co-host and chairman, Neil Culross, who apologised
for last year’s dreadful weather and gave a presentation on his explorations at Nantymwyn and
on the waterwheel, originally from his garden, that has become a feature in Abergavenny.
Next up was Raymond Griffiths on the Penrhiw honestone quarry in Dolwyddelen. Mike
Statham described his exploration of Cystanog and South Towy mines and David Roe presented
the history of Red Dragon mine, Dinas Mawddwy.
After lunch Alun Jones told us about the Nantymwyn lead mine and Alan Williams described his
work on the copper ores from the Great Orme mines and the identification of the sources of ore
by trace element and lead isotope analysis.
All in all an excellent day for which we must thank Jo and Neil for their hospitality. A special
welcome to new members Steve Jones, Paul Viis and Phil Knight who joined us for the day.
On the day following the meet, some members were guided to Nant ar Nelle mine near Cilycwm
by our chairman and were able to explore the adit there.
Raymond Griffiths

Here ,at the mouth of the
the Nant ar Nelle shallow
adit, new member Steve
Jones contemplates the lifechanging effects of joining
the WMS.
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INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY COURSES AT PLAS TAN Y BWLCH
Reference has been made in a past newsletter to these courses (N/L 78, p25). There are two
courses every year – the summer practical industrial archaeology course and a winter week
which involves visits to a range of quarries and metal mines. Your editor, after a number of years
of indecision, finally plucked up the courage to part with £540 for the February course at the
Plas. Led by Richard Williams, the expeditions included a look at the course of the Nantlle
Railway, guided by David Gwyn; an examination of South Snowdon slate quarry and a day
exploring the mines and slate quarries of the Gwydir forest. The highlight for me, however, was
an underground tour of Llechwedd, beyond the tourist bits, led by Jon Knowles. Evening
lectures, a warm and comfortable room, plentiful food and drink, congenial company and
generally pleasant weather complemented the exploration. I learnt a great deal, despite being
familiar with the mines and quarries hereabouts and had a thoroughly enjoyable week.
The 2019 summer course will be carrying out archaeological work in Dinorwig quarry.
Raymond Griffiths

CABAN MAGAZINE
“Caban” was the house magazine of the Oakeley and Votty quarries in Blaenau Ffestiniog. It
appeared on an irregular basis between 1949 and 1964, with three, two and latterly one issue per
year. The magazine was produced for a mixed readership – not only the slate quarrymen and
their families but also quarry customers such as slate merchants and building firms. Its content
was therefore varied – quarry gossip, visiting personalities, biographies of established workers,
news of newly appointed apprentices and retiring workers but also more technical aspects of the
industry. The photography is a particularly strong aspect of the content. Graham Isherwood has
described all this in his work on Oakeley, accessible on the Adit Now website.#
Jon Knowles and John Ashby have acquired and scanned a good number of these
magazines and have made them available to download. Downloads are free of charge but are
watermarked. However, original scans are available from Jon for a small charge. Jon is keen to
obtain further editions to scan and make available. See the following website:
www.train4underground.co.uk and go to the Training Resources tab.
# aditnow.co.uk/documents/Oakeley-Slate-Mine/Caban-Issue-List.pdf

REVIEWS
Exploring Snowdonia’s Slate Heritage - Des Marshall
Kittiwake Books £7.95 9768 1 908748 54 6
This booklet describes 26 walks throughout the slate quarrying areas of North Wales.
More details on the history of the quarries and interpretation of the remains would have made the
book more self contained, although taking along a copy of A.J. Richards’ Gazetteer would
remedy this. Personally, I find the step by step route directions irritating, preferring to use a map,
but for someone unfamiliar with the area and wishing to explore the quarries, this little book
would be useful.
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Snowdonia Slate Trail
This 83 mile route through the slate quarrying areas of North Wales is the brainchild of
Aled Owen, a native of Bethesda and resident of Cwm Penmachno. The route, starting at Porth
Penrhyn and finishing at Bethesda, can be walked in a week and uses existing rights of way,
being waymarked with distinctive roundels and fingerposts. A guidebook is available, mapping
the route at a scale of 1:40 000 and with practical information on public transport,
accommodation and refreshments. It is hoped that the route will be marked on future editions of
O.S. maps.
All this can also be found on the Slate Trail website, in Welsh and English, together
with “Slate Stories” – audio clips of reminiscences of those who worked in the quarries or lived
in their midst. The trail was financed by grants from a range of bodies and a trust has been
formed to oversee future maintenance and development.
Website: www.snowdoniaslatetrail.org
Guidebook: Snowdonia Slate Trail Aled Owen Rucksack Readers 978-1-898481-80-5 £12.99
The Croesor Tramway – A History of the Tramways and Quarries of Cwm Croesor
Dave Southern with Adrian Barrell Welsh Highland Railway Heritage Group 120 pp
ISBN 978-0-9930821-6-0 £18 post free from WHRHG
The Croesor Tramway was conceived as a direct connection to the harbour at
Porthmadog for its quarry customers. Unlike the pioneering Ffestiniog Railway, its close
contemporary and neighbour, the tramway was horse worked throughout its life.
Built to the order of Hugh Beaver Roberts, a successful solicitor and business man from
Bangor, no parliamentary powers were needed to build the tramway, as Roberts owned much of
the land. Over four miles long and including two steep cable worked inclines, it opened in 1864
to goods and mineral traffic and continued to carry slate along the valley until 1944, when the
last wagons were sent down the Rhosydd incline. In the early 1920s, the lower part of the
tramway became part of the now re-opened Welsh Highland Railway.
Based on significant original research, the building, operation and the route are described, as well
as the key personalities involved such as Hugh Beaver Roberts, Charles Spooner and Moses
Kellow, the entrepreneurial Croesor quarry manager. The book includes interviews with some of
the people who latterly worked on the tramway and inclines.
Significant parts of the tramway and the above ground parts of some of the quarries are
still accessible to the well equipped and sure footed walker. This book will therefore be of
interest both to casual readers of social and industrial history as well as those wanting more
detailed information on what can still be seen in the Croesor valley.
The book comprises approximately 120 pages of text and is well illustrated with maps
and photographs in colour and black and white including several published for the first time.
One reviewer is quoted thus:
“The book would have benefited from reproduction of the maps on a slightly larger scale to
place the tramway and the quarries it served in better context particularly for those not familiar
with the locations and the landscape. That apart this is an excellent description of an obscure but
important line.”
See the Welsh Highland Heritage Group website www.welshhighlandheritage.co.uk
(A fitting memorial to Adrian Barrell, who has sadly died – see p.22)
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Ancient Monuments Society Transactions Vol 63 (2019)
The Slate Quarryman’s Barracks of North West Wales.

pp7 – 40
Rhiain Bower.

Imagine getting up at three or four o’clock on a Monday morning to walk many miles
to your place of work, with your week’s provisions in a cloth bag on your back. You would
labour, in the winter, from dawn to dusk and return to what was little more than a shed, to cook a
meagre meal in a blackened frying pan over an open fire. Hanging your damp clothes up to dry
as best they could, you would sleep in your long comms, perhaps sharing a bed with another
man, albeit a family member. When the working week finished at Saturday lunchtime, you
would start the journey home, perhaps not arriving until after dark. Much of your day of rest
would be spent in chapel, listening to a well-fed minister telling you what a sinner you were!
That was the lot of the slate worker who lived in barracks at the quarry.
Rhiain Bower is an architect whose University of Westminster M.Arch. dissertation on
the Welsh slate barracks was awarded the RIBA President’s Medal in 2017. The author reviews
the scarce documentary evidence relating to life in barracks and describes the architecture of
some surviving examples, drawing on evidence from the Gwynedd Archaeological Trust surveys
of the Gwynedd slate quarries. Among the examples discussed are the fine row of barracks at the
Prince of Wales quarry in Cwm Pennant, which had no fireplaces or chimneys - slots in the
walls suggest the dwellings were heated by stoves. The barracks were built conveniently close to
the gwaliau, necessitating only a short walk to work for the slate splitters. The Rhiwbach quarry
barracks housed families and uniquely for North Wales, developed into a village located at the
quarry, complete with a schoolroom and a shop. The Anglesey Barracks at Dinorwig, were
occupied until the last men left in 1937, when the barracks were condemned as insanitary. The
author laments the lack of statutory protection for the remains of these buildings, the Anglesey
barracks being the only scheduled example. An useful work on a little known aspect of quarry
life. One jarring note is the use of “Mount” Snowdon in a picture caption – how did this dreadful
and unnecessary appellation gain such widespread use?

Barracks at Prince of Wales Slate Quarry, Cwm Pennant, with gwaliau beyond.
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The Archaeology of Underground Mines and Quarries John Barnatt
Historic England 136pp 978-1-84802-381-9 £24.00
This book presents a detailed introduction to the underground mining and quarrying
heritage in England. It reviews the many types of mineral and stone taken from the ground over
several millennia and examines the wide range of archaeological remains that survive today.
Featuring detailed photographs, maps, tables, and diagrams, as well as an extensive glossary of
mining terms, this book sheds new light on the many and varied wonders to be found
underground.
British Mining No.106, Northern Mines Research Society Memoirs 2018
Editor - Richard Smith, paperback, A5, 94 pages, illustrated with plans, maps and black &
white photographs, £10.00 ISSN: 0308 2199
Contents include:
•
The New California Mine - Cefn Coch and Berth Lwyd gold mines revisited - R. C
Callender
•
Arcall’s Jigger, Cwmbyr Mines, Machynlleth, Wales - N.A. Chapman
•
The far NW of the Central Wales Orefield: Melyn Llyn Pair, Corbet Dyfi and Tyddyn
Briddell - D. James

PSYCHOLOGY OF RESIDENTS OF FORMER MINING REGIONS
The people of Cardiganshire have traditionally had a reputation among the Welsh of
being tight-fisted, but some recent research suggests that they have far worse problems than
simply being parsimonious.
A report in the Fishguard County Echo of 5th January 2018 1 summarises the results
of research by Dr Jason Rentfrow of Cambridge University, an expert on the “geography of
personality”. Using the results of almost 400,000 personality tests, he has mapped personality
traits across Britain. One of his conclusions is that the residents of Ceredigion have significantly
high levels of neuroticism and that they are grumpy, anxious, depressed, impulsive, poorer at
planning, less satisfied with their lives and less conscientious than people in other areas.
He attributes this to “selective migration”, in which those who moved to towns in
Wales seeking work in mines and factories would have been pushed to do so out of poverty.
They would have had high levels of “psychological adversity” which would have been passed on
to their offspring. This would have been compounded by the difficult and dangerous work, child
labour and poor living conditions. Thus the Industrial Revolution has a hidden psychological
heritage that is imprinted on today’s psychological make-up of the regions of England and
Wales. Dr Rentfrow suggests that the Ceredigion character traits are all due to the influx of
workers to the mines of the area in the 19th century.
There are a number of holes in this theory - the author makes a number of incorrect
assumptions about the mining workforce, who were in fact highly skilled, well motivated and
paid substantially more than other workers at the time – see Simon Hughes’ article in The Lode
of History 2. Furthermore, another academic asserts that such psychological traits would not be
inherited. All in all, the Cardis who read this need not worry too much about their mental health.
1.
2.

http://www.countyecho.co.uk/article.cfm?id=112376&searchyear=2017
Welsh Mines and Mining No.1 p55 The Miner’s Lot
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CAMBRIDGE AIR PHOTOGRAPHS
The Cambridge University Collection of Aerial Photography (CUCAP) is the result of airborne
survey campaigns started in 1947 by J.K. St. Joseph. The collection has 500,000 images of oblique
and vertical photos in black and white, colour and infra-red, covering virtually the whole of Britain.
The collection has been catalogued and can be accessed as themes, one of which is mining, this
having a strong emphasis on derelict coal mining areas.
See www. cambridgeairphotos.com/themes/mining
John Hine

EXPLORATIONS IN GARREG BOETH LEAD MINE
Digging by members of United Cavers Exploration Team has provided access to this mine,
located south of the hamlet of Hendre, near Mold. A 4m deep shaft was dug enabling access to
an adit, allowing the mine workings to be explored. The currently accessible workings are quite
extensive, and there appears to be considerable potential for new discoveries with some more
digging. Artefacts found include an old powder keg, some wooden planks and a horseshoe .
Access to the mine is available to suitably insured cavers and mine-explorers—contact UCET for
more details.
Cambrian Caving Council Newsletter 57, May 2018

WMS FORTIETH ANNIVERSARY
The roughly fortieth anniversary of the Welsh Mines Society will soon be upon us! Roughly –
since as must be fitting for a Society that has 180 members, over £4000 in the bank, but no
constitution – the date of birth for the society is open to debate. Would it be Sunday 18 th June
1978 when David Bick first invited readers of The Old Metal Mines of Mid-Wales to an informal
gathering at Dylife? Or the 10th June 1979 when a repeat meeting at Dylife “thought it would be
a good idea to form a Welsh Mines Society”? Or perhaps the first Annual General Field Meet at
Cwmystwyth on 22nd June 1980? Let us choose the last – otherwise we have missed our fortieth!
It seems only right that we should celebrate this at Dylife and David Roe has chosen the short
straw to put things in motion – but he will need some assistance in the coming months.
Field Trip – Provisional date Saturday 27th June 2020 at Dylife, Sunday 28th June 2020 at
Cwmystwyth.
40th Anniversary Booklet – the previous one for our 20th is now a collector’s item and was a
splendidly irreverent look at our first 20 years. It would be wonderful if we could do even better
this time. Promises of articles, reminiscences, photographs (particularly with suitable captions)
and other memorabilia to David Roe at davidroeqsa@gmail.com please.
Commemoration Mug – we have not had one for a good few years – offers to design and
organise their making to David Roe please.

WMS CAR STICKERS
It is many years since WMS badges were produced as stickers that could be attached to the inside
of a car window. Your editor’s was on a Saab 99 that was sold with the sticker still on it. It
would be a valuable classic now if it was still in one piece. (The Saab, not the sticker.) Daveleen
Alder has now produced a new version of the badge; these were distributed at the Spring meet
and some may still be available.
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WMS DISPLAY BOARD FOR EVENTS
The WMS has acquired a three-leaf display board for advertising our existence and activities at
any suitable functions. The photographs of various meets and activities date back a few years and
need refreshing. If you have any favourite WMS activity photographs (and a suitable caption)
could you send them (electronically) to David Roe? This would nicely complement the request
above for material for the fortieth anniversary.

W.M.S. SWEATSHIRTS and 'T' SHIRTS.
Please contact Daveleen Alder for details @43 Rowlands Crescent, Solihull, West Midlands,
B91 2JE. , phone 0121 711 1049 (answerphone) or email daveleen44@hotmail.co.uk

SECRETARY & TREASURER’S STATE OF THE NATION ADDRESS
We currently have 144 “Members” (who are BCA insured) and 51 “Subscribers” (who receive the
newsletter) making a total of 195 in 2019. Included in the “Subscribers” are three honorary and 10
institutional (organisations and libraries) subscriptions which are free of charge.
Just over 85% have paid their dues for 2019 leaving a hard core of non-payers, who in
my darkest hours I describe as malingerers. It would be wonderful if they could either pay up or
send me a polite communication asking for release from the WMS!
The 2019 figures compare well with the 2014 membership figures which were around
190 on the same basis.
On finance we currently have £4579 in the bank. For those who like to worry about such things
our End of Year balance for 2018 was down to £3915 from the previous year’s £5241. This is not
surprising as we spent nearly £1000 on the “Hallfest” publication “The Fascination that is in all
Mining”, which we expect to recoup in sales in the next few months, and we also made a donation
of £400 to North Wales Cave Rescue. The cost of newsletter including postage per issue is
currently running at around £350. In my role as WMS purser (as George Hall always insisted on
calling me) I am not unduly concerned.

ADRIAN BARRELL
Adrian Barrell, rightly described as the pre-eminent researcher of all things regarding the Croesor
valley quarries and tramway, died peacefully on the 19th March with his son Richard and
daughter Hilary present. He had been very ill for some time. He would have been 82 this year.
It is a good few years since he attended a WMS meet but his enthusiasm and knowledge were
highly respected and valued. A full tribute to Adrian will appear in N/L 81

WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS
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CONTRIBUTORS
Many thanks to all those who submitted articles, especially those who sent me material at short
notice following my appeal at the Spring meet. The next newsletter is due out by November
2019, copy date is mid October.

Please let David Roe davidroeqsa@gmail.com (postal address above) know of any changes to
your postal or email address, phone number or interests so that his records can be kept up to date.
This particularly applies to your email address, which is the easiest and cheapest way of
contacting you.

Welsh Mines Society
Chairman :
NEIL CULROSS "Tan y Neuadd", Cwmcamlais, Aberhonddu / Brecon, LD3 8TE.
Secretary / Treasurer :
DAVID ROE 20 Lutterburn Street, Ugborough, Ivybridge, Devon

PL21 0NG

Editor:
RAYMOND GRIFFITHS “Bryngolau”, Panteg, Fishguard / Abergwaun

SA65 9QB

*Cynnant Film The DVD is still available from David Roe, on receipt of three 2
to cover postage.

Front Cover photo: The magazine at Hafodlas slate quarry
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class stamps

Idris Treharne and David Bick at Cynnant in 1969
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